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ABSTRACT

Experimental Breeder Reactor-II (EBR-11),
an experimental sodium cooled fast breeder
reactor located at Argonne National
Laboratory-West (ANL-W), was shut
down in 1994, and has since been detieled
in preparation for finai plant closure.
Approximately 100,000 gallons of liquid
sodium is contained in the prinxuy and
secondary cooling systems of the EBR-11
plant. The liquid sodium must be drained
from the reactor systems during ciosure of
the plant to piace the reactor plant in an
industrially and radiologically safe
condition for long term storage or
dismantlement. Because the liquid sodium
is a listed waste under the Resource
Conservation Recovery Act (RClL4), it is
not suitable for disposal. It therefore must
be transferred to the Sodium Process Facility (SPF), which is located approximately nine hundred
feet flom the reactor comple~ where it will be processed into a non-reactive form, suitable for
land disposai in Idaho. To facihate this transfer, a heated pipeline for carrying liquid sodium
metal &om EBR-11 to the SPF was designed and instailed.

The SPF was originally designed and built to process primary sodium from the Fermi-1 reactor.
The sodium is stored at ANL-W in 55 @Ion drums. Design of the SPF did not originally
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accommodate processing of EBR-11 sodium. Therefore, no method of introducing the EBR-11
sodium into the process existed. As part of modifiing the SPF for processing EBR-11 sodium, it
was necessary to design a method for transferring sodium from the EBR-H complex to the SPF
and introducing it into the e.tisting system. This requirement has been fiifiiled by design and
installation of a pipeline between the two facilities.

In order to coni?orrnto release containment and detection requirements in the Code of Federal
Regulations for an outdoor hazardous waste pipefines, the pipeline is an above ground, ail-
weided stainless steel design. It is electrically heated to maintain the sodium in a molten
condition. The pipeline is designed to ASME B3 1.3 requirements for a design temperature range
of -40° F to 650° F and pressures ranging born 100 psig to fill vacuum.
The pipeline crosses two site roads, and accommodates vehicle traflic, inciuding tie equipment
and heavy trucks. The pipefine is designed with a minimum continuous siope to allow sodium to
drain back to EBR-11 when idle. The pipeline connects to an existing spare nozzle in the sodium
storage tank at tie SPF. At the EBR-11 compie~ the pipeline connects to a recirculation and
purification system for the EBR-11 secondary coolant. The installed sodium pumps provide the
motive force necessary to transfer the sodium from the EBR-11 secondary storage tank, (where
the secondary sodium is currently stored) to the SPF. To facilitate primary sodium transfer, a
dedicated drain pump will be installed into the EBR-11primary system, and a spooipiece between
primiuy and secondary piping systems wi!l be installed, allowing transfer of the primary sodium
through the transfer pipeline.

BACKGROUND

EBR-D is an experimental sodium cooled fast breeder reactor. The reactor uses a “pool” desi~
in which the reactor core and primary coolant system are submerged in a tank containing
approximately S6,000 ga.llons of liquid sodium. An inert argon blanket is maintained on the t-
at a sIight positive pressure. This keeps air from entering the tank and reacting with the liquid
sodium. The primaq coolant system draws sodium from the pool and pumps it through the
reactor core to remove heat generated by the nuclear reaction. The primzuysodium is then
pumped through an intermediate heat exchanger (IHX) where this heat is transfemed to the
secondary sodium loop. The secondary sodium loop is routed out of the primary containment
building to the sodium boiIer building (SBB). In the SBB the sodium is pumped through several
evaporators and superheaters to generate steam, which is routed to a steam turbine to generate
electrical power.
The secondary sodium loop contains approximately 13,000 gaiIons of sodium. During
maintenance, the secondary sodium loop is draine”dto the second~ storage tank located in the
basement of the SBB. The secondary sodium was drained to this tank prior to defieling. A
recirculation and purification loop is connected to this tank to allow purification and sampIing of
the sodium.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PIPELINE

The sodium transi?erpipeline was built between the SBB and SPF. It connects to the secondary
sodium recirculation loop in the SBB, and to the 5000 gallon sodium storage tank in the SPF.
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The pipeline is 1 !4 ips schedule 40 stainiess steel, designed in accordance with ASME B-3 1.3. It
is heated and insulated to maintain a temperature of 300 ‘F, required to maintain the sodium in a
molten condition during transfer.
Due to the presence of an existing maintenance facility and a heavily-traveled road between the
S13Band the SPF, the pipeline could not be run directly between the SBB and SPF. An indirect
route was chosen to reduce the impact of the pipeline on facility access and vehicular traffic.
Immediately west of the SPF, the pipeline was also raised to allow passage of trucks and
equipment necessary for operation of neighboring facilities.

THE SODIUM TRANSFER PROCESS

The connection point for the transfer pipeline was chosen to allow use of the pumps in the
secondaq recirculation loop for transferring the secondary sodium horn the storage tank to the
SPF. For transfer of the primary sodium, a submersible pump will be inserted into the EBR-11
primary sodium tank. This pump will be comected to an existing line, originally provided for
filling the primary sodium tank from the secondary sodium system. This existing line provides a
convenient comection from the primary tank to the secondary sodium recirculation loop in the
SBB. Whh appropriate ahgnrnent of the secondaiy system valves, the primary sodium can be
pumped through the seconday recirculation system and the transfer pipeline to the SPF.
The transfer of sodium wiIl be a batch “- -~ - - z -“r “’-’-=q
process. Sodium will be transfemed into tht
5000 gtion storage tank horn the SBB, a
process estimated to take less than eight
hours per batch. Approximately seven days
are then required to process this sodium in
SPF, based upon the SPF’S design process
rate. Transfer of sodium fiorn the SBB and
transfer of that sodium from the storage
tank into the process require mutually
exclusive conditions in the storage t~
thus the requirement for batch processing.
Noxmafly, when transfer of a batch of
sodium horn the SBB is complete, the
transfer purhp will be secured and the
pipeline vafves will be ieft open to ailow the
pipeliie to drain back into the S13B
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\storage tank at SPF prior to insulation

secondary sodium storage tank. The pipeline heaters will then be secured to allow the pipeline to
cool. With the pipeline cooled beiow 208 ‘F, residwd sodium will solidi~. Thus, if a break in the
pipeIine were to occur whiie the pipeiine was idle, there would be no potential for sodium
leakage. The pipeline will be heated to operating temperature prior to sodium transfer.
In some cases it may be desirable to leave the transfer line M of sodium when transfer is
complete. To prevent piping over pressure that might occur ifa pipefine section were to melt
while the adjacent sections were still solid, the temperature comroi system incorporates a
sequential heat up mode, which will be described later.
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PIPELINE DESIGN CRITERIA

System Configuration and Essential Features

The sodium transfer pipeline connects to the secondary sodium recirculation system downstream
of the secondaq recirculation pumps. It is routed out of the SBB just above grade level. It then
runs northwest, passing to the west of the Sodium Components Maintenance Shop (SCiMS)
facility. After passing the SCAMS,it turns back to the northeast toward the SPF. The pipeline is
elevated at the point where it crosses the road just behind SPF, continues through the SPF wall
and terminates at the 5000-gal sodium storage tank.

The balance of the pipeline consists of 1
% inch ips schedule 40 stainiess steel
pipe. Piping is of all-welded
constructio~ except as required to
comect to the flange on the 5000 @on
sodium storage tank in the SPF. AH
welded construction of exterior piping is
necessary to avoid secondary
containment and [eak detection
requirements of 40 CFR 264.
Where the pipeiine crosses the road
behind SPF, it is elevated to provide 16’
6“ of vertical clearance.
Isolation valves are fitted at each end of
the pipeline. Existing 2“ beilow sea.i
vaives were drawn from EBR-11 system
spares for this fimction.

Wala Ga3ml

The pipeline wili transfer liquid sodium
at approximately 300°F and under
pressures of 10-60 psig. Piping design
is based on maximum design pressure of 1 1

100 psig and a maximum temperature of ‘i~re 3- ‘ap ‘f ‘ipelfie ‘*ute
650°F. The expected sodium fIow rate is
--15 gpm. Expansion loops are provided to allow for a temperature range of =lO°F to 650”F.
Stress and flexibility calculations were perl?ormedby computer, using a commercial fite-eiement

..—

piping design prog&. Heat transfer a&iysis predicted t~at the pipe temperature codd reach a
maximum of 650 “F if pipe heater controls were to ftil, leaving heaters continuously energized.
At this temperature str&ses were calculated to be within allowable limit%although some
permanent deformation could occur at one location.
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pumping is secured.
Piping between the high point and the
5000 gallon storage tank is 2 inch ips and
a short vertical dead leg is provided at the
system high point. This traps gas in the
short section of pipe which drains to the
SPF system and relieves any siphoning
tendency, which wou~d slow draining of
the pipeline.
Piping design was per ASME B3 1.3,
Pressure Piping code for the balance of
the pipeiine. The piping is considered to
fdl under the “Normal Fluid Semite”
category. The piping stub installed to the
EBR-11 system is designed to ASME
B31. 1, to be consistent with the existing
design of
systems.

‘the EBR-JI secondary sodium-

roof of S13B
Naturai Phenomena Hazards (seismic I

loads, wind loads, etc.) for this design were. based on DOE-STD-1 020-94, “Natural Phenomena
Hazards Design and Evacuation Criteria for Department of Ener~ Facilities.” Per the guidelines
of DOE STD-102 I-93 “Natural Phenomena Hazards Petiormance Categorization Guidelines for
Structures, Systems, and Components,” Performance Category 1 was initiallyjudged to be
applicable to the project. Due to safety and environmental concerns, the more stringent criteria of
Performance Category 2 were actually used in the firxd design.

FIow Control

F1OWof sodium in the pipeiine is controlled primariiy through operation of the systems at either
end. The pipeline incorporates a belIows seaI vahe at each end, to allow isolation of the pipeiine
flom the sodium systems. These valve are 300 psi rated Powell Beiloseal globe valves. The
valves were originalitymanufactured as a specialty item for the EBR-11 secondary sodium system.
They are essentially a standard stahdess steel globe valve, with the addition of a stainless steel
beilows type sea which is welded between the valve disk and the bonnet gasket to provide a
hermetic seai between the internal fluid and the vaive packing. They were !irther modified by
ANL-W, based on operatiomd experience, by welding the bonnet seal to the valve body. This
eliminates the mechanical joint between the bomet seal and the body, and provides an all-welded
pressure boundary. The valves incorporate a port in the area between the bellow and the valve
packing, into which a 1/8” compression fitting is installed. A 1/8” diameter metal insulated cable
(consisting of a central conductor, a ceramic insulation, and an outer metal sheath) is inserted
through the fitting with the central conductor exposed. Any leakage of sodium through the
bellows wilI short the central conductor to the valve body. This cable is connected to a leak
detection circuit used for the EBR-11 secondaq sodium system and a.iIowseady identification of
beliows Ieaks.
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Temperature ControI

Temperamre control isprovided byresistance heating cab[es. Cables prewrapped around the
piping andareinstalled asindividuaI1y controlled sections. Eachsection controls approx.imately
100 feet ofpiping, andcontains three thermocouples. Onetherrnocoupie ineachsection is used
fortemperature control, andtheother two formonitoring. Anadditionai heating cable isinstalled
in each section as an installed spare.
The pipeline heaters and thermocouples are connected to spare circuits in the existing E13R-11
secondary sodium heater controi system. This heater circuit provides two operational modes for
heating up the pipeline. As previously mentioned, an automatic sequential heatup is normally
used to bring the pipeline to operating temperature. In this mode, the first heater section at the
SBB is energized. When the first section reaches 220 ‘F (just above the reeking temperature of
sodium) the adjacent section energizes. This sequence continues until ail ten heater sections are
energized. The heaters then maintain the selected control temperature (presently anticipated to be
300 ‘F for transfer). If required, individual sections carI afso be manually controlled.
The pipeline heaters interface with existing EBR-11 alarm and indication system. In addition,
section temperatures may be monitored on the EBR-11 digital acquisition system (DAS), which
provides computerized monitoring, data acquisition, and alarm fimctions.

F1OWMeasurement

A flow-meterwill be instrdled in the transfer line prior to use. The ilowmeter will be a simple
device consisting of a permanent horseshoe magnet with the poies located on opposite sides of the
pipe. Two leads wiII be welded to the pipe with one lead a short distance upstream of the second.
The flow of sodium through the magnetic field induces a voltage between the leads proportional
to the flow veiocity. It is not presentiy pkmned to caiibrate the flowmeter. It will simply provide
confirmation of positive sodium flow during transfer. This type of flow-meterhas been used quite
successfhlIy in EBR-IL Level indication in the sodium storage tank at the SPF will be used to
positively determine the volume of sodium transferred.

Insulation

The piping and heater cable are wrapped with .002
inch thick stainless steel foil. The foil reflects
radiant heat from the cable and piping, reducing
heat loss and improving heat distribution on the
pipe sufiace. The pipeline is insulated by 2 inches
of pre-formed fiberglass pipe insulation with an ail
service jacketing to act as a moisture barrier. The
exterior of the insulation is fished with .016 inch
thick ahminum sheathing. EBR-I.I experience has
shown the foil wrap concept to be quite valuable in
high temperature services. In addition to
eliminating much of the radiant transfw of heat

-.

1in&Iation showing foil wrap
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from the pipeiine, the foil wrap also serves to eliminate direct contact of the insulation with the
piping surfaces. This eliminates much of the concern over contamination of the pipe surfaces by
wetted lagging, since the water could wick contaminants ordy to the surface of the foil, which is
not a structural member or a pressure boundary.

Vehicie Access
l’.

.,------ .
. .

I &Originally, the pipeline was envisioned as an ~.
entirely elevated itmcture aIIowing relatively
unrestricted passage of vehicles and personnel
Scoping calculations demonstrated that a
structure capable of carrying the pipeline and
providing adequate clearance wou~d be
excessively expensive. In addition,
maintenance and sumeiilance of an overhead
pipeline would be difficuit. The decision was
made to instali the pipe~inenear ground level.
To provide for vehicle trai%c necessa~ to
facility operations, the pofiion of the pipe~ine
immediately outside the SPF is elevated to
provide 16.5 foot clearance over an existing access road.

The road immediately north of the SBB was also
determined to be a required access route, primarily for
emergency vehicie access. Several methods for retaining
use of this road were contemplated, inciuding routing
the pipe below grade level in a trench. The fins.isolution
was to provide a gravel ramp with a rein.fiorcedconcrete
structure to elevate the roadway over the pipeline. ./m
open grating over the pipeline at this ramp allows
required visuai inspections of the line while in operation.

Construction
1+’igure 7- vehicle crossing at the SB13 ‘...... I

The balance of the pipeline was buih by an outside contractor. This portion of the pipeline was
built and inspected to ASME E331.3. The terminations of the pipeline, inc{udingboth isolation
valves, were buik and inspected by ANL-W persomei to ASIME B31. 1. The reasons for use of
ASMEE331. I for ANL-W portions of the pipeline are:

● The existing secondary sodium systems are desi=ned to ASiMEB31. 1. The ANL-W
manufactured spoolpiece will be installed to the secondary sodium recirculation system and
WU not be connected to the rest of the pipeline untii shortly before transfer of sodium is
scheduIed to begin. Since this spoolpiece is considered part of the secondary sodium system
until the rest of the pipeline is connected, it was decided that the spooipiece would be
manufactured to the same standard as the parent system.

~“ ‘“””
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Once the pipeline is connected to the secondary sodium system, it wiiI be considered an
extension of that system. This would invoke posting and administrative controls which are
not necessary while the pipeiine is disconnected. Similar controls wouid be necessary if the
pipeline was comected to the SPF sodium t~ once sodium is introduced into the tank from
other sources.

The initiaI use for the SPF WMbe processing of 1400 barrels of radioactive FERMI-I sodium
presently stored at ANL-W. The barrel operations impose several hundred pressurehacuum
cycles on the SPF sodium storage tank. These cycles would probabiy contaminate the
pipeiine with sodium if it were installed during barrel processing.

Overall, Ieaving the transfer pipeiine discomected until required minimizes maintenance and
sumeiknce activities, and avoids undesirable interactions with process systems during
unrelated operations.
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● Since both termination spoolpieces were being manufactured simultaneously by ANL-W, it
was decided to build and inspect both to the same standard.

Pressure Testing

The following requirements were invoked for testing of the sodium transfer pipeiine.

ACCEPTANCE TESTING- Contractor installed piping (ASMZ B3 1.3)

● V%uaI inspection of piping fit up prior to welding.

. Examination, inspection and testing was in accordance withASlvfEB31.3, Chapter VT, and
included visual and penetrant tests for all welds, and Ml radiographic examination of at least
.5% of ail butt weids.

. Pneumatic testing to 110°/0of design pressure with argon. Joints were inspected using the
sensitive leak test of ASME B3 1.3, section 345.8.

ACCEPTANCE TESTING - ANT-iInstalled Piping (ASIMEB3 1.1)

Exarninatio~ inspection and testing iri accordance withASiNfEB31. 1, Chapter VI.
Nondestructive examinations are per Section 136, included visual and penetrant inspection of
ail welds. Penetrant testing of the final weld pass was petiormed after sensitive leak testing.
Acceptance criteria are per ASNfEB31. 1 section 136.4.4.

All welds (excluding purge hole welds) were Ieak tested with argon at 10-15 psig using an
electronic leak detectors. Acceptance criterion was no leakage detected at the most sensitive
setting.

Al butt welds and purge hole weids underwent fili radiographic inspection. Acceptance
criteria per ASN.ilZB31.I section 136.4.5.

PRESEIUT STATUS
Construction of the pipehe is presently complete tiom the SPF facili~ to the termination at
which the pipeline wiiI be connected to the seconday sodium recirculation spoolpiece.
Connections of the pipeline to the sodium storage tank at SPF, and to the Secondary sodium
system in the SBB will be
for the foilowing reasons.

pefiormed just prior to use. The pipeiine is not comected at this time
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